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Creating a Life Enhancing Vision: 
A pathway to action



Vision Is: a values based 
statement that inspires

Seeing what is not visible
Imagining what does not yet exist
What should be

An inclusive vision

v Normative and thus counter cultural 
v Not part of our ordinary experience for those with 

developmental disabilities 
v An inclusive vision over the lifespan and across domains 

may not be recognized or encourage by others and will 
challenge the status quo (e.g., education, government, 
service providers)



The source of an inclusive family vision
w seeing the gifts and talents of your son and daughter

w having a vision of how you want others to positively see 
and know your son or daughter

w holding high expectations

w recognizing and supporting their dreams and aspirations

w Seeing the person first, the disability as only one aspect 
that doesn’t define the person



Inclusive life – looks like the lives of people around 
you who do not have disabilities that unfolds over 
time with limited predictability

Growing up at home, being fully included in regular 
classrooms and schools, having friends, developing 
a career identity, being included in community 
activities, being a teenager, having dreams, playing 
sports, music/dance/art, going to 
college/university, traveling, falling in love, getting 
a job, having a home of your own, having friends 
over for dinner, pursuing a career, owning a 
business, looking after your parents



Why Inclusion
Improved health
Prevents abuse
Improved learning/skill development
Friendships/relationships/social networks
Culturally literate
Improved Communication
Improved behaviour
Greater likelihood of career and employment
Possibilities
Comparable outcomes to people without 
disabilities



Vision Is
�Some men see things as they are and say why--I 
dream things that never were and say why not.�
George Bernard Shaw

�Creating begins with vision.� Henri Matisse

�It is the act of seeing things invisible� Jonathan 
Swift

A clear mental picture of what could be fueled by 
the conviction that it should be

This slide and a number of others are from Darcy Elks



Vision Is
A empowering means to a valued future

A guide, a template, a benchmark to measure against

Others will have a vision for your family member–
whose vision do you want to be determining your 

son/daughter/family member’s life



We Need A Vision of an Inclusive Life

To experience a good life 

To have the ‘best’, as would be true for any of our children

To know what a meaningful life could like, be like; to see the 
normative pathway

Resist being pushed/pulled from an inclusive and normative path

To help create full meaningful inclusive lives with/ for our family 
members:  �Without a vision the people perish� (Old Testament)

Move forward

Stay on track



Challenge the status quo

To know what a meaningful life could like, be like; 
to see the normative pathway

Resist being pushed/pulled from an inclusive and 
normative path

To help create full meaningful inclusive lives with/ 
for our family members:  �Without a vision the 
people perish� (Old Testament)

Move forward

Stay on track

WE NEED A VISION TO



An	inclusive	pathway	is	the	primary	means	to	a	
life	of	meaning,	belonging	and	possibilities	

To	have	an	inclusive	life	requires	immersion	in	
the	valued,	normative	pathways	of	family	and	
community	life	over	the	life-span



lks

The Power Of A Vision
Why is power needed

Why do we have to be motivated, committed

A vision can be:
a motivating force

a deep burning yes

empowering









Cathy Laycock – Realizing A Vision



Abused, neglected, Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder 
(FASD), Developmental Disabilities, 7 Foster Homes, 
Oppositional Defiance Disorder, Reactive Attachment 

Disorder, Violent, Health challenges,
all education was segregated/congregated,    

UNADOPTABLE 

Beginning of our journey  - Age 7



Where Does Your Vision 
Come From?

Beliefs and values

Passion, concern, and conviction

Learning from others

Vision is birthed from our hearts, souls, and 
minds



FUNDAMENTALS OF VISIONING
Encourage yourself and others to dream

Base your vision on what a valued life looks like for people 
of a similar age in different life spheres

A vision needs to be personalized - based on a person’s 
gifts and desires

Brainstorm -- Don�t think about obstacles and barriers

Be open to new ideas and be willing to change the vision

Once you have a vision, be patient

Our vision matures in us over time, it evolves with our life 
experiences



Additional Thoughts
�Reach high, for stars lie hidden in the soul.  Dream 
deep, for every dream precedes the goal.� Pamela Starr

Vision always stands in contrast to the world as it is.
Vision demands change.  It implies change and people 
who have allowed their minds and hearts to go outside of 
the artificial boundaries imposed by the world as it is.  

Vision requires courage.� Andy Stanley

�A vision is enlivening, it�s spirit-giving, it�s the guiding 
force behind all great human endeavors.  Vision is about 
shared energy,  a sense of awe, a sense of possibility.�
Benjamin Zander



�There is nothing like a 
dream to create the future�

Victor Hugo



Starting Point
1. Take a moment to write down the talents, 

interests, gifts, desires, interests, strengths 
and/or passions of your family member with 
disabilities?

2. Now turn to someone you don’t know and 
describe the person to them?  

3. The person you’re sharing the description 
with is to ask clarifying or elaborating 
questions in an effort to deepen your 
description.

4. If you need to modify/add to the description 
please do so.



Now take a moment to state your vision for 
your son or daughter with disabilities:

over the next 3 – 5 years

10 years from now

20 years from now

Is there a difference in the vision they would 
hold for themselves?



Consider
relationship to family
friends and other relationships
education
career and employment/income
home
health/well-being
leisure identity
spiritual/cultural 



Turn again to someone you don’t know 
and share your vision.

Ask clarifying questions

Add or modify your vision if necessary



w Cathy Laycock – From Our Vision to a 
Pathway to Action





























9 Year Employee 
–manufacturing 
elevators



Brother’s 
Best Man



Married July 11, 2013



Son, Brother, Grandson, Uncle, 
Husband



Trusted Babysitters



Based on what we have learned - we are 
nowhere near knowing the limits of 
inclusion and the capabilities of individuals 
with intellectual disabilities – their lives too 
often remain limited by the lack of a 
positive and life-enhancing vision and the 
failure to pursue an inclusive life ---
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